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Central America A Natural And Cultural History
Placing Latin America offers a thematic approach to the study of the diverse geographies of a
globalizing region. This comprehensive text focuses on the dynamic connections between people,
places, and environments rather than on predefined notions about the region. The book’s wellrounded and accessible analysis includes discussions of borders and migration, transnationalism
and globalization, urbanization and landscapes of cities, the connections between economic
development and political change, the physical environment and human-environmental
interactions, and natural resources in the context of a global economy. The authors also explore
social and cultural themes such as the illegal drug trade, social movements, tourism, and children
and young people. Providing a nuanced and clear perspective, this book will be an invaluable
guide for all those interested in the politics, economy, and society of a rapidly changing continent.
"Central America is a region defined primarily by its geographical configuration as a canalfriendly isthmus, and its three-century history as the Spanish Kingdom of Guatemala. Having
gained independence in 1821, the Kingdom broke up into the nations of Guatemala, Honduras, El
Salvador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica after two turbulent decades as a federated republic. Political
instability and violence, poverty and inequality, ethnic strife, military rule, and a historic
economic dependence on the export of coffee and bananas marked the region's history. Owing
both to its isthmian geography and habitual political strife, Central America became the most
frequent target of US government intervention. Intense US political, economic and military action
both preceded and accompanied the revolutionary civil wars of the 1970s and '80s. Devastating in
their human costs, they delivered modest political reforms but world-record levels of criminal
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violence tied to drug trafficking. With British Honduras' independence from Great Britain in
1981 as Belize, and the acquisition by Panama of full sovereignty over its territory in 1999,
Central America increasingly defined itself as region of seven countries. The Oxford Handbook of
Central American History offers critical analyses of major themes in the historiography of this
seven-nation region of Latin America. Essays written by leading scholars of Central America
engage both the neophyte's search for basic orientation and context, and the experienced scholar's
interest in evaluative critiques of the historical literature. Individual chapters interpret the
histories of each of the seven countries, but most focus on themes that cut across national
boundaries, beginning with the history of the region's extraordinarily diverse natural
environment, and continuing with the indigenous peoples, the Spanish conquest and colonial rule,
and the independence process. Other chapters interpret economic history, US relations, the armed
forces, the Cold War, religion and literature, illuminating Central America's regional coherence
within Latin America while emphasizing its diversity within and across national boundaries"-The main objective of the book is to offer a vision of the dynamics of the main disasters in South
America, describing their mechanisms and consequences on South American societies. The
chapters are written by selected specialists of each country. Human-induced disasters are also
included, such as desertification in Patagonia and soil erosion in Brazil. The receding of SouthAmerican glaciers as a response to recent climatic trends and sea-level scenarios are discussed.
The approach is broad in analyzing causes and consequences and includes social and economic
costs, discussing environmental and planning problems, but always describing the
geomorphologic/geologic involved processes with a good scientific substantiation. This is
important to differentiate the book from others of a more 'social' impact that discuss risks and
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disasters with emphases mainly on economy and simple impacts. Actual theme, interesting for a
variety of professionals Fills in the scarcity of specialized literature in geosciences from South
America The first book in the market exclusively devoted to geomorphology of disasters in South
America
Picturesque Sketches of Nature and Natural History in Northern and Central America
Mapping Latin America
International Arbitration in Latin America
Trade Agreements, Investment Protection and Dispute Settlement in Latin America
Natural Hazards and Human-Exacerbated Disasters in Latin America
The Gospel in Central America

Natural History and Ecology of Mexico and Central America presents an
interesting overview of the frontiers of biodiversity and ecological research in
the geographical area of Mexico and Central America. Chapters cover such
topics as biodiversity and ecology of plant communities, tropical subterranean
ecosystems, floating Sargassum species, the endangered species Dioon edule,
Kemp s ridley sea turtles, fish and fisheries, urbanization and bats, and food
and sustainable diet.
The United Nations has increased its worldwide efforts to promote sustainable
development. In this book, noted scholar Francis Adams examines the United
Nations' actions in Latin America, particularly in light of meeting basic human
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needs, promoting gender equity, and preserving natural environments. While
previous books have focused on a single UN agency, this book is the first to
analyze the development work of various UN institutions and agencies that
sponsor economic and social programs in the developing world as well as the
UN's various funding initiatives, global conferences, and institutional goals. This
book will be a necessary addition for students and scholars of Latin American
politics and Development.
Provides an introduction to the economic and political history of the region in
the last half century.
An Agenda for the Seventies : [proceedings Of] National Conference of Latin
Americanist Geographers, Muncie, Indiana, April 30-May 3, 1970
Open Veins of Latin America
Green Guidance for Latin America and the Caribbean
the planning and management of protected areas in the neotropical realm :
proceedings of the 18th working session of IUCN's Commission on National
Parks and Protected Areas, Lima, Peru, 21-28 June 1981
Dreams and Legacies
Aiding Development
This book examines the role of external powers in Latin America in the 21st century. NonPage 4/17
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traditional partners have significantly increased their political and economic engagement
with the continent. Five key questions arise: why has this surge taken place; when has it
happened; in which regions and sectors is it mostly felt; what is the Latin American
perspective; and what are the actual results? The book analyses 16 case studies: the
United States, the European Union, China, Russia, Japan, Canada, India, Turkey, Iran,
Israel, South Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia, the ASEAN countries, South Africa and
Australia. The spectrum of existing explanations in the literature spans from neoextractivism to South-South cooperation. This volume places them in context and
proposes a more multifaceted approach, stressing a combination of systemic factors and
internal dynamics both in Latin America and in the external partner countries. Geopolitics
still matters and so do nation states, their interests and leaders. Ultimately, this surge in
engagement has largely reproduced past patterns. Are new partners that different from the
old ones?
Describes the cultural and natural history of Central America, covering such topics as the
area's geological origins, natural corridors, native peoples, and conservation efforts.
This is the first comprehensive field guide to the mammals of Central America, one of the
most diverse and species-rich regions in the world. Generously illustrated with 48 fullcolor plates and many drawings, the book is designed for use both by amateur naturalists
and professional biologists. The guide provides accounts for all mammals native to the
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land and surrounding waters of Central America and southeast Mexico. Detailed accounts
include complete descriptions, measurements, range maps, and comparisons with similar
species. The entire distribution, habitat, endangered status, and behaviors are also
described, with sources of scientific references. For travelers to the region, a guide to the
major parks and preserves is provided, with lists of the animals likely to found in each.
Central America
EU Foreign Policy Towards Latin America
Placing Latin America
Strategies for Sustainability : Proceedings of a Symposium/workshop Held in San José,
Costa Rica, October 7-12, 1991
Annual Report
Reducing the vulnerability of Central America to natural disasters by improving
agriculture and natural resource management
Carnivores such as pumas, jaguars, and ocelots have roamed
the neotropical forests of Central America for millennia.
Enshrined in the myths of the ancient Maya, they still inspire
awe in the region's current inhabitants, as well as in the
ecotourists and researchers who come to experience Central
America's diverse and increasingly endangered natural
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environment. This book is one of the first field guides
dedicated to the carnivores of Central America. It describes the
four indigenous families—wild cats, raccoons and their
relatives, skunks and their relatives, and wild canids—and their
individual species that live in the region. The authors introduce
each species by recounting a first-person encounter with it,
followed by concise explanations of its taxonomy, scientific
name, English and Spanish common names, habitat, natural
history, and conservation status. Range maps show the
animal's past and current distribution, while Claudia Nocke's
black-and-white drawings portray it visually. The concluding
chapter looks to the carnivores' future, including threats posed
by habitat destruction and other human activities, and
describes some current conservation programs. Designed for
citizens of and visitors to Central America, as well as
specialists, this book offers an excellent introduction to a
group of fascinating, threatened, and still imperfectly
understood animals.
The world's most comprehensive, well documented and well
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illustrated book on this subject. With extensive subject and
geographical index. 66 photographs and illustrations - mostly
color. Free of charge in digital PDF format on Google Books.
In recent years many Latin American countries have liberalized
their trade and investment regimes, opening their markets to
free international trade. At the same time, regional economic
integration has boomed. This book is the first systematic
analysis in any language of these globally significant
developments, and the first comprehensive legal study of
dispute settlement relating to foreign direct investment and
trade in the region. Undertaken by an expert in the field, this
study describes the current institutional framework of Latin
American trade and investment law as well as specialized legal
issues in the region's various economic blocs. Among the many
issues and topics raised the following may be mentioned: •
questions of compliance and procedure in the context of
today's international investment regime; • formalized dispute
settlement mechanisms; • alternative dispute resolution
channels, including dispute prevention practices; • legitimacy
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and transparency of the various dispute settlement
mechanisms; • inclusion of social clauses in trade and
investment agreements; and • avoidance of investment treaty
liability. In order to offer a most accurate view of the
effectiveness of the protection granted to foreign investors,
special attention is given to relevant case law – completely
covering the period 1985–2015 – as well as arbitral precedents
before international bodies and in jurisdictions across the
region. The book concludes with a critical examination of the
future prospects of international economic law dispute
settlement in the Americas, pinpointing current trends and
unveiling future possible avenues for change. As an in-depth
explication of how the rules and principles of international
economic law are applied in Latin America, this book has no
peers. For practitioners drafting business agreements with
Latin American companies, or needing to ensure availability of
appropriate remedies, this book's detailed insight into
international litigation in the region, including case law
illustrating the main topics, will prove to be of immeasurable
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value. Professionals in the arbitral community worldwide, as
well as governments, dedicated research centres and officials
in international organizations will welcome this book's model
for comparative integration studies, systematic guidance on
procedure and case law of domestic and international courts
and arbitral tribunals, and extensive treatment of dispute
settlement mechanisms in trade and investment agreements.
Geopolitics between Neo-extractivism and South-South
Cooperation
Crop Genetic Resources in Central America
The Future of Geographic Research in Latin America
The Western World
Animal Agriculture and Natural Resources in Central America
Natural Hazards in El Salvador
The book analyses present Latin American issues in their
historical course since independence (beginning 1810) and its
aftermath, up to the contemporary period. The authors focus on
political, economic, social, environmental and cultural
developments. It examines the legacies of the past and the
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multiple changes that have taken place in the last two
centuries. Today''s situation suggests that modernization is
well under way and will continue. Offering broad insight into
present and future concerns, the book enables readers to
evaluate potential areas of economic and social growth, as well
as assess risks stemming from past events.
This comprehensive study offers a thematic approach to Latin
America, focusing on the dynamic connections between people,
places, and environments rather than on pre-defined notions
about the region. The book s well-rounded and accessible
analysis includes discussions of borders and migration;
transnationalism and globalization; urbanization and the
material, environmental and social landscapes of cities; and the
connections between economic development and political change.
The authors also explore social and cultural themes such as the
illegal drug trade, tourism, children, and cinema. Offering a
nuanced and clear perspective, this book will be a valuable
resource for all those interested in the politics, economy, and
society of a rapidly globalizing continent. Contributions by:
Fernando J. Bosco, J. Christopher Brown, James Craine, Altha J.
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Cravey, Giorgio Hadi Curti, James Hayes, Edward L. Jackiewicz,
Thomas Klak, Mirek Lipinski, Regan M. Maas, Araceli MastersonAlgar, Kent Mathewson, Sarah A. Moore, Linda Quiquivix, Zia
Salim, Kate Swanson, and Benjamin Timms."
"Suggests specific guidelines for linking responsible
environmental management and economic development. Includes
proposals for international peace parks, fostering conservation
institutions, and modifying nontraditional agricultural
exports"--Handbook of Latin American Studies, v. 57.
Energy and Natural Resources Disputes
External Powers in Latin America
The United Nations in Latin America
Containing a Sketch of the Country, Physical and Geographical,
Historical and Political, Moral and Religious: a History of the
Baptist Mission in British Honduras, and of the Introduction of
the Bible Into the Spanish American Republic of Guatemala
A Cartographic Reader
A Field Guide to the Mammals of Central America and Southeast
Mexico
Central America is undergoing an important transition. Urban populations are increasing at accelerated
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speeds, bringing pressing challenges for development, as well as opportunities to boost sustained, inclusive
and resilient growth. Today, 59 percent of the region’s population lives in urban areas, but it is expected
that 7 out of 10 people will live in cities within the next generation. At current rates of urbanization, Central
America’s urban population will double in size by 2050, welcoming over 25 million new urban dwellers
calling for better infrastructure, higher coverage and quality of urban services and greater employment
opportunities. With more people concentrated in urban areas, Central American governments at the
national and local levels face both opportunities and challenges to ensure the prosperity of their country’s
present and future generations. The Central America Urbanization Review: Making Cities Work for Central
America provides a better understanding of the trends and implications of urbanization in the six Central
American countries -Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama- and the
actions that central and local governments can take to reap the intended benefits of this transformation. The
report makes recommendations on how urban policies can contribute to addressing the main development
challenges the region currently faces such as lack of social inclusion, high vulnerability to natural disasters,
and lack of economic opportunities and competitiveness. Specifically, the report focuses on four priority
areas for Central American cities: institutions for city management, access to adequate and well-located
housing, resilience to natural disasters, and competitiveness through local economic development. This book
is written for national and local policymakers, private sector actors, civil society, researchers and
development partners in Central America and all around the world interested in learning more about the
opportunities that urbanization brings in the 21st century.
First published in Chile in 1969 as Interpretación del desarrollo social centroamericano, this classic is now
available in English. The first attempt at an integrated analysis of modern Central America's socioeconomic
structure, Torres Rivas's work traces the social development of Central America from independence (1871)
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up to the 1960s. Using a dependency framework, but not limited by it, Torres Rivas describes the various
divisions of Central American society and their evolution within the liberal development model that has been
so much a part of the past century of Central American economic history. The book is compelling in its
explanation of the relationship between foreign and native elements in the social development of the region.
Torres Rivas describes and analyzes the resulting long-term problems this development has posed for Central
America. With a new chapter added for the English edition, History and Society in Central America remains
vital for readers interested in the region.
57 studies of individual maps and the cultural environment that they spring from and exemplify, including
one pre-Columbian map.
Central America Urbanization Review
Contemporary Themes in Geography
Latin America
Conserving the natural heritage of Latin America and the Caribbean
Peterson Field Guide to Birds of Northern Central America
Development and Conflict Since 1945
Energy projects in Latin America are a major contributor to economic growth
worldwide. This book is the first to offer a comprehensive, in-depth analysis of
specific issues arising from energy and natural resources contracts and disputes
in the region, covering a wide range of procedural, substantive, and socio-legal
issues. The book also includes how states have shifted from passive business
partners to more active controlling players. The book contains an extensive
treatment and examination of the particularities of arbitration practice in Latin
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America, including arbitrability, public order, enforcement, and the complex
public-private nature of energy transactions. Specialists experienced in resolving
international energy and natural disputes throughout the region provide detailed
analysis of such issues and topics, including: state-owned entities as co-investors
or contracting parties; role of environmental law, indigenous rights and public
participation; issues related to political changes, corruption, and quantification of
damages; climate change, renewable energy, and the energy transition; force
majeure, hardship, and price reopeners; arbitration in the electricity sector; takeor-pay contracts; recognition and enforcement of awards; tension between
stabilization clauses and human rights; mediation as a method for dispute
settlement in the energy and natural resources sector; and different comparative
approaches taken by national courts in key Latin American jurisdictions. The book
also delivers a clear explanation on the impact made to the arbitration process by
Covid-19, emerging laws, changes of political circumstances, the economic global
trends in the oil & gas market, the energy transition, and the rise of new
technologies. This invaluable book will be welcomed by in-house lawyers,
government officials, as well as academics and rest of the arbitration community
involved in international arbitration with particular interest in the energy and
natural resources sector.
A field guide covering approximately 820 species of birds found in Belize,
Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras
[In this book, the author's] analysis of the effects and causes of capitalist
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underdevelopment in Latin America present [an] account of... Latin American
history. [The author] shows how foreign companies reaped huge profits through
their operations in Latin America. He explains the politics of the Latin American
bourgeoisies and their subservience to foreign powers, and how they interacted to
create increasingly unequal capitalist societies in Latin America. -Back cover.
Natural History and Ecology of Mexico and Central America
Special Volumes of Geomorphology
Latin America 1810-2010
History and Society in Central America
Statement of Thomas J. Schulz, Assistant Director, Foreign Economic Assistance,
National Security and International Affairs Division, Before the Commission for
the Study of International Migration and Cooperative Economic Development
Making Cities Work for Central America
This book analyzes the relations between two geographical areas with different levels of regional
institutionalization: the European Union and Latin America. Characterized by low interdependence and
asymmetry, this relationship operates in different levels ranging from EU-individual countries to EU-Latin
American summits.
Enth.: Bd. 1-2: Colonial Latin America ; Bd. 3: From Independence to c. 1870 ; Bd. 4-5: c. 1870 to 1930 ;
Bd. 6-10: Latin America since 1930 ; Bd. 11: Bibliographical essays.
There has been increasing Asian interest in Latin America in recent years, beginning with Japanese
investment in the 1980s, and continuing into the present decade when there is growing investment by China.
This book examines the nature and extent of Asian business and related activity in Latin America. It shows
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how investment is not just from Japan and China, with Korea and India also involved, and with Taiwan
directly competing with China. It explores activity in the minerals and energy sector, and also in trade and
other areas. It demonstrates how Asian activity has a wide impact on the countries of both South America
and the Caribbean, making them less exclusively "the United States’ backyard"; how different countries are
affected differently by Asian activity; and how the growing links with Asia increasingly open up the
possibility of greater Latin American activity in Asia.
Poverty, Natural Resources, and Public Policy in Central America
Five Centuries of the Pillage of a Continent
Economic and Social Progress in Latin America
History of the Natural and Organic Foods Movement (1942-2020)
Natural History, Ecology, and Conservation
Conditions Creating Refugees and U.S. Asylum Seekers from Central America
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